
Why choose a new Packmat
PK404C?



The Compaction Roller

Roller weight 2500KG

Large diameter outer discs avoid
damage to the container.

200MM diameter pin on elbow
ensures strong, reliable running 
in all environments



Stable and Safe Driving

The roller is lowered and held 
safely on a support while driving.

Having the arm lowered when the 
machine is at rest also ensures the 
machine can access a garage for 
safe storage.



Easy and Safe Access to the Driver’s Cabin

The driver’s cabin is accessed 
via a set of sloping steps with 
two handrails at the rear of 
the machine. This is far safer 
than a standard vertical ladder.

- Optimum safety

- Less effort for the operator

- The rear is always accessible



Easy Access to Fuel and Oil Tanks

Fuel filling is done easily with a jerry can

Checking the hydraulic oil level



Easy Access to the Engine

Quick access to all engine check points

Remote engine oil drain plug



Easy Access to Hydraulics

Optimized hydraulics with fewer 
connections gives greater reliability 
and easy maintenance



Easy to Manoeuvre
Using three wheels the machine has a very 
small turning circle (1.25 m inside), so can 
operate in even the smallest sites.

Fitted  with automatic speed adjustment so 
that as the axel reaches it’s maximum 90°, the 
inner and outer transmission wheels slow 
down/speed up respectively . This reduces
system and tyre wear, giving reliable operation
and lower running costs.



Ergonomic and Comfortable Drivers’ Cabin
The driver’s seat is positioned facing sideways which allows very good
visibility in all directions and especially inside the container being compacted

The seat itself is fitted with mechanical suspension for driver comfort and
features a safety cut out switch that stops the machine being driven if the
seat is not occupied.

Full colour operator display:

- Live display shows directional image of the steering wheels
- Operator access code - User friendly interface
- Fuel gauge - Engine speed
- Hour meter - Motor control

4 external LED work lights



Powerful yet Economic Engine

The  efficient and economic Yanmar 4TNV88 
engine produces 35KW power at 3,000 revs. 

Able to move containers weighing up to 10 
tonne on a slope up to 1:10 (10%)



Operating Specifications

Can be used with containers up to 3m high

Max speed, level ground + no load = 6km ph

Max speed, 1/10 (10%) slope + 10t load = 3km ph

Hook lifting capacity = 5 tonne

Towing capacity, 1/10 (10%) slope = 10 tonne



Options

• Front and rear limit switch control for roller travel

• Heating cabin

• Re-chargeable Battery Driven Option
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